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§ S&P500 post crash rebound into Q2 (p.2)
§ -30% risk still ahead (p.3)
§ LT cycles signal asymmetric risk into 2020-2023 (p.4)
§ Bear market roadmap: 3-stage process, not event (p.5)
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The latest VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity & Ambiguity) environment
teaches us the virtues of being “calm in the eye of the storm”, while also wary
of "catching the falling knife", after a 30% crash. What next?

An interim market bottom is taking shape into our Q2 cycle window, but
will likely offer false hope, as an important reassessment of financial views
and investment positions continues.

Like the Olympic skiers poised at the start of the downhill, investors sense
that the dangers are great, but if the turns can be successfully negotiated,
the rewards will be worth the risks.
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Fig 1. S&P500 daily chart, time factor & momentum indicators. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• Our tactical model flashed a sell signal in early February, only acquiring a modest profit due to the unprecedented volatility that
followed, with the VIX spiking to 2008 GFC levels. A series of forced liquidation chart patterns also triggered post-intraday late session
relief-rallies, amplified by the crescendo of mega hedge funds, passive strategies and ETF vehicles, all unwinding old regime market
strategies.

• S&P500 key price retracement levels are 2645 (33%), 2805/35 (50%/value level), into the 3000 psychological ceiling, near confluence
3010/85 (66%/value level). Downside risk is naturally based on any further new low breakouts, within tight margin from 2347 & 2281
(2018 low & 2020 crash low). A sustained weekly close beneath here will still pose another -30% risk ahead.

S&P500 post crash rebound fails into Q2 cycle
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Fig 2. S&P500 30-year trend average. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma

• The big picture chart above highlights a major bull-trap exhaustion signal recently testing key 30-year trend mean, near the double top
breakout level at 2380. The latest short-term oversold rebound will likely continue into our Q2 cycle window, before resuming lower this
year. Confirmation below 2380 would unlock further downside scope into the next psychological level at 2000, also a triple
confluence price range (50% retrace, -1STD & value zone). Long-term targets remain back at the old bubble peaks of GFC 2008 and
TMT Y2K, near 1600, equating to yet another 30% drop and total fall of 60%, marginally overshooting traditional bear market
drawdowns.

• Market pundits continue to benchmark the latest Coronavirus trigger against prior exogenous shocks, such as either SARS, or the 9/11
attack. Aside from the intrinsic differences, we should remember that both events were at the bottom of the market cycle, which
later gave birth to 2003-2007 bull cycle. The context now is very different, at the top of a record-breaking bull-market in both price
magnitude and time duration. The global pandemic is clearly a major shock, but in the end, it will be remembered as the pin that
burst the mother of all bubbles.

-30% risk still ahead
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Fig 3. DJI historical chart. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• Long-term cycles signal further asymmetric risk ahead between 2020 and 2023, into a 90-year trend regression channel (-1 STD).
Prior generational cycles have marked key shifts in bull and bear regimes, fuelled by expansion and contractions in valuations.
The new regime trigger a shift away from passive, buy and hold strategies onto active market timing and astute risk management.

• Historical analogies offer a useful probabilistic guide of the bear roadmap ahead, demonstrating a 3-stage process, not an event. The
traditional shape is a fall, rally, then rest of fall. Nevertheless, each bear market exhibits a unique character, with a range of price and
time patterns. True to the adage, “history does not repeat”, but “it does rhyme”.

LT cycles signal asymmetric risk into 2020-2023
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Fig 4. DJI Bear market parallels. Source: RW Market Advisory, Optuma.

• The final chart below offers a range of good, bad and ugly scenarios. Presently, the latest market crash is in-line with the 1987 crash,
in terms of the short-lived technical pattern, losing 30-40% in only 4-weeks, with the potential of a V-shape recovery. However, our
historical models are in strong disagreement with this optimistic view, alternatively favouring a bad, or ugly scenario, exhibiting
a blend of either a U or L-shaped pattern (figs 3-6).

• In either case, the average bear market signature leads to a 50% price drop, with a time duration ranging from 1.5 to 3 years or
so. The ugly exceptions are the 1974 shock and 1929 Crash (figs 5 & 6), with the latter roadmap providing an eerily close historical
parallel. The 2020 Crash has already outperformed the early stage of the 1929 Crash in terms of the speed of the fall. What
followed was a rebound of 51%, before the completion of the waterfall decline of 86%, punctured by multiple bear-market rallies, which
ultimately invigorated the race to the real low.

Bear market roadmap: 3-stage process, not event 
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No information published constitutes a solicitation, or offer, or
recommendation, or advice, to buy or sell any investment instrument, to
effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever.

The information published and opinions expressed are provided by RW
Advisory (RWA) for personal use and for informational purposes only and
are subject to change without notice.

RW Advisory (RWA) makes no representations (either expressed or implied)
that the information and opinions expressed are accurate, complete or up to
date.

In particular, nothing contained constitutes financial, legal, tax or other
advice, nor should any investment or any other decisions be made solely
based on the content.

All opinion is based upon sources that RW Advisory (RWA) believes to be
reliable but they have no guarantees that this is the case. Therefore, whilst
every effort is made to ensure that the content is accurate and complete,
RW Advisory (RWA) makes no such claim.

Limitation of liability

RW Advisory (RWA) disclaims, without limitation for any
loss or damage of any kind, including any direct or
consequential damages.

Copyright

All material produced is copyright protected by RW
Advisory (RWA) and may not be copied, e-mailed, faxed or
distributed without the express permission of RW Advisory
(RWA).

Disclaimer & Disclosures
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